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Across

3. The Etruscan civilization is the 

modern name given to a powerful and 

wealthy civilization of ancient Italy

9. an artificial channel for conveying 

water, typically in the form of a bridge 

across a valley or other gap.

12. the ruling,rich,wealthy,powerful, 

class

13. roman peace

14. laws that apply to everyone equaly

16. The ruler of rome for a short period 

of time who gave people jobs(got 

assasinated by some of the people from 

the senate)(also has a salad named after 

him)

18. was a Roman statesman and 

military leader who was the first 

Emperor of the Roman empire

19. The earliest attempt by the Romans 

to create a code of law(even the 

patricians had to follow it)

20. the protctors of the plebians(the 

people who made sure they had rights)

Down

1. each branch of government can 

limit the power of another branch

2. a form of government in which 

citizens elect their leaders

4. ordinary,poor,mistreated citizens or 

class

5. A threat to Rome because they had 

more territory(Romes enemy during the 

punic wars)

6. head of roman government, usually 

with a limited term in office (there were 

inly two of them)

7. A series of wars between Rome and 

Carthge (there where three)

8. an amount of money or the type of 

money you pay with

10. three rulers who share equal power

11. "i forbid"

15. Lucius Tarquinius Superbus was the 

legendary seventh and final king of 

Rome

17. a ruler with total power over a 

country, typically one who has obtained 

power by force.


